Illustrations by Jan Brett from *The Mitten*
Nicki wants white mittens.
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Baba makes Nicki white mittens.
Nicki plays in the snow.

One white mitten falls in the snow.
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A Mole finds the mitten.

Mole climbs inside the mitten.
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A rabbit climbs inside the mitten.
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A hedgehog climbs inside the mitten.
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An owl climbs inside the mitten.

The mitten is growing bigger!
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A badger climbs inside the mitten.
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A fox climbs inside the mitten.
A bear climbs inside the mitten.

The mitten is growing bigger and bigger!
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A mouse climbs onto the bear's nose.
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Bear sneezes!

All the animals fly out of the mitten.
The mitten flies in the air.
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Nicki catches his mitten.

Nicki shouts to Baba that he has his mittens.
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Baba does not know why one mitten is big and one mitten is small. Do you?
Object Suggestions to accompany *The Mitten*

Page #1 boy doll
Page #2 yarn (Baba)
Page #3 small mitten
Page #4 mole
Page #5 rabbit
Page #6 hedgehog
Page #7 owl
Page #8 badger
Page #9 fox
Page #10 bear
Page #11 mouse
Page #12 large mitten
Page #13 large mitten
Page #14 large and small mitten
Page #15 large and small mitten